Uranyl photoprobing of nonbent A/T- and bent A-tracts. A difference of flexibility?
In this study, we have systematically compared the uranyl photocleavage of a range of bent A-tracts and nonbent TA-tracts as well as interrupted A-tracts. We demonstrate that uranyl photocleavage of A-tracts and TA-tracts is almost identical, indicating a very similar minor groove conformation. Furthermore, a 10 base pair A-tract is divided into two independent tracts by an intervening TA or GC step. Uranyl probing also clearly distinguishes the bent A4T4 and the nonbent T4A4 sequences as adopting different structures, and our interpretation of the data is consistent with a structure for the bent A4T4 sequence that resembles a continuous A-tract, whereas the nonbent T4A4 sequences are closer to two independent and opposite A-tracts that cancel each other in terms of macroscopic bending. Finally, we also note that even single TA and TAT steps are highly sensitive to uranyl photocleavage and propose that in addition to average minor groove width, uranyl also senses DNA helix flexibility/deformability. Thus, the structural difference of TA-tracts and A-tracts may to a large extent reflect a difference in flexibility, and DNA curvature may consequently require a rigid narrow minor groove conformation that creates distinct A-tract-B-DNA junctions as the predominant cause of the bending.